Only a small fraction of short oligonucleotide probes bind ef®ciently to complementary segments in long RNA transcripts. Technologies such as array-based transcript pro®ling and antisense control of gene expression would bene®t greatly from a method for predicting probes that bind well to a given target RNA. To develop an algorithm for prioritizing selection of probes, we have analyzed predicted thermodynamic parameters for the binding of several large sets of probes to complementary RNA transcripts. The binding of ®ve of these sets of probes to their RNA targets has been reported by others. In addition, we have used a method for light-directed synthesis of oligonucleotide arrays that we developed to generate two new arrays of surface-bound probes and measured the binding of these probes to their RNA targets. We considered predicted free energies for intramolecular base pairing of the oligonucleotide and its RNA target as well as the predicted free energy of intermolecular hybridization of probe and target. We ®nd that a reliable predictor of probes that will hybridize signi®cantly with their targeted transcripts is the predicted free energy of hybridization minus the predicted free energy for intramolecular folding of the probe.
INTRODUCTION
Many of the methods of contemporary biotechnology rely on the recognition of a targeted nucleic acid by a probe comprising its Watson±Crick complement. Control of gene translation by antisense inhibition is a well-established technique that relies on the recognition of an RNA message by a complementary oligonucleotide (1) . Watson±Crick hybridization of a probe to its complement is also a wellestablished method of detecting and quantitating nucleic acid analytes, and technologies for making and using many such probes in an arrayed format allow highly parallel analyses (2, 3) . These techniques rely on the predictability of Watson±Crick base pairing to allow a priori design of probes from knowledge of the target sequence and the simple rules of base pairing.
Whereas the speci®city of binding is predictable, the ef®ciency of short oligonucleotide probes binding to long nucleic acid targets has not been predictable (4, 5) . Most short (~20mer) oligonucleotide probes selected for a given mRNA will not bind ef®ciently to the full-length transcript. As a result, many potential antisense agents lack ef®cacy (6, 7) , and many oligonucleotide probes afford a poor signal to noise ratio in hybridization-based measurements (4, 8) .
This lack of predictability has been circumvented in several ways. Antisense agents have often been selected by trial and error, testing many possible complementary sequences to ®nd those that are ef®cacious. Similarly, oligonucleotide probe arrays typically include a number of probes for each gene of interest, partly to compensate for the likelihood that many of the probes selected will not function acceptably (8, 9) . Fragmentation of the target to be analyzed reduces the problem of ef®cient binding somewhat, but reduces the amount of label per target when the label is uniformly incorporated. Longer probes, such as cDNA probes and oligonucleotides as long as 70mers (10) , ameliorate the problem of inef®cient hybridization, but they do so with a sacri®ce in speci®city, which will become increasingly important as transcript measurements focus increasingly on splice variants.
Secondary structure of the RNA target is widely believed to be a principle factor in¯uencing the ef®ciency of hybridization, so many attempts to predict probes which bind most ef®ciently to large RNA transcripts have focused on known or predicted RNA secondary structures. These attempts have led to few generalizations of practical utility in the design of probes, perhaps because of imperfect prediction of the conformations of large RNA molecules or because of an incomplete understanding of the kinetics of disruption of those conformations by hybridization to a short oligonucleotide.
Other attempts have focused on thermodynamic analyses of the entire process of hybridization, including the free energy of displacing RNA secondary structure by probe binding and free energy of heteroduplex formation. An important example of this approach was reported by Stull et al. (11) , who calculated three indices for hybridization based on the thermodynamics of individual steps in the process. They determined the correlation of these indices with known hybridization ef®ciencies from ®ve studies in the literature. They found the best correlation to be with the index that *To whom correspondence should be addressed. represents the predicted free energy of heteroduplex formation without inclusion of terms for disruption of internal base pairing of the mRNA. However, literature reports suggest that this index does not consistently provide acceptable probe choices (4, 5, 12) .
Since the report of Stull et al., improved parameters for prediction of the stabilities of folded conformations of DNA (13) and RNA (14, 15) as well as for the calculation of the stabilities of RNA/DNA heteroduplexes (16) have been determined. Mathews et al. incorporated these parameters into a program to predict oligonucleotide af®nity to nucleic acid targets (17) , and the program was demonstrated with three data sets from the literature. This analysis con®rmed that the thermodynamic values obtained had predictive value in some cases, but did not prescribe a thermodynamic parameter of most general predictive value.
Until recently, the data sets available to examine correlation between thermodynamic parameters and hybridization ef®-ciency were relatively small. For example, the data sets available to Stull et al. consisted of at most 14 antisense agents of measured ef®cacy. In contrast, microarray technologies have made accessible much larger data sets that test all possible probes to an RNA transcript or a region of an RNA transcript. In light of these developments, we have generated large new data sets for probe binding to RNA transcripts and analyzed them as well as data sets from the literature with regard to predicted thermodynamic indices.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Oligodeoxyribonucleotide array synthesis
Arrays for analysis of green¯uorescent protein (GFP) and p53 were synthesized in situ on glass substrates using lightdirected chemistry (18±20) and a digital micromirror array as described previously (21±23). Corning 1 Q 3 inch glass microscope slides were cleaned and coated with 3-glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (Aldrich) and polyethyleneglycol (average molecular weight 300; Aldrich) as described by Maskos and Southern (24) . In preparation for microarray fabrication, the synthesis area of a slide was reacted with a 1:1 (v:v) mixture of 0.1 M protected linker phosphoramidite (MeNPOC-hexaethylene glycol b-cyanoethyl phosphoramidite) (18, 20) and tetrazole in acetonitrile (Annovis, Aston, PA). The mixture was allowed to react for 2 min with the glass surface and then washed with acetonitrile.
An array of oligonucleotide probes was synthesized on the resulting surface using light-directed phosphoramidite synthesis. MeNPOC-protected phosphoramidites were used in the synthesis (20) . Light for each photochemical deprotection step was spatially addressed with a Texas Instruments Digital Light Processor (DLPÔ). The DLP was illuminated with the 365 nm peak from a 200 W Hg/Xe arc lamp. Illumination of the DLP and projection of the re¯ected image were accomplished with a custom optical system designed by Brilliant Technologies (Denton, TX). The image of the DLP was projected onto the reactive surface without magni®cation. The DLP was coordinated with a home-built¯uidics system for automated DNA synthesis (22) . Custom software generated the patterns of illumination required to fabricate the desired array of oligonucleotides. Final deprotection of the synthesized array was with a 1:1 (v:v) solution of ethylenediamine and ethanol for 2 h at room temperature.
Sample preparation and hybridization
RNA samples were prepared for hybridization to probe arrays by transcription in vitro, using a template ampli®ed by PCR. Fluorescent label was incorporated during transcription. The template for the GFP transcript was ampli®ed from the plasmid pGFP (accession no. U17997, nucleotides 207±981; Clontech) using primers d(TAATACGACTCACTATAG-GGAAACAGCTATGACCATG) and d(ATGTGTAATCC-CAGCAGCTG), which incorporated the T7 promoter sequence. The template for the p53 transcript was ampli®ed from a plasmid constructed by inserting the coding sequence for p53 (accession no. AH002918, nucleotides 225±1448) into the EcoRI site of plasmid pcDNA3.1(+) (Invitrogen). Primer sequences were d(TAATACGACTCACTATAGGG) and d(TAGAAGGCACAGTCGAGG). The T7 promoter sequence, present in the vector, was used as a priming site for PCR. An annealing temperature of 59°C was used in 30 rounds of ampli®cation for each template.
The ampli®ed templates (45 ml of PCR solution) were used directly in transcription reactions that contained 200 U T7 RNA polymerase (Ambion), 2 mM each nucleotide triphosphate and (in addition to 2 mM UTP) 0.5 mM Cy3-UTP (Amersham) in the supplied buffer (Ambion). The reaction was carried out at 37°C for 2 h, followed by de-salting (NICK column; Pharmacia) and ethanol precipitation. Approximately one label was incorporated for every 40 nt, measured by the optical absorbances of Cy3 at 550 nm and the RNA at 260 nm. The ethanol precipitates were suspended in 30 ml of 6Q SSPE buffer (0.9 M NaCl, 6 mM EDTA, 60 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.4) containing 0.01% Tween 20 (SSPE-T buffer) with a control oligonucleotide (5¢-[Cy3]TATATCAAAGCAGTA-AGTAG-3¢) and mouse COT DNA (0.1 mg/ml). No steps were taken to fragment the RNA transcripts prior to hybridization.
The RNA samples were applied to the arrays under a glass coverslip and hybridized for 16 h at 37°C. After hybridization, the arrays were washed three times with 6Q SSPE-T and three times with 0.8Q SSPE-T at room temperature. The arrays were dried by centrifugation and scanned using an Axon Genepix 3000 scanner to detect Cy3¯uorescence intensity. The signal intensity for each feature was determined using custom analysis software. The software identi®es the region de®ned by each feature, determines the mean signal intensity in the feature, discards pixels with signal more than three times the standard deviation from the mean, and re-calculates the mean. The signal in control features containing oligonucleotide that was not complementary to any component of the sample was used as an estimate of background, which was subtracted from the signal for every feature.
Calculation of thermodynamic indices
Four basic thermodynamic indices were calculated for each probe. One index was the predicted free energy of heteroduplex formation, whereas the remaining three were calculated as penalties accrued for disrupting intramolecular base pairs in the probe or analyte. To calculate the free energy of heteroduplex formation (H), the nearest neighbor model (25) was applied, using the 16 nearest neighbor parameters and initiation parameter determined by Sugimoto et al. (16) for RNA/DNA heteroduplex formation. The free energy of intramolecular folding for each probe was calculated using the program mfold 3.1 using parameters for DNA folding (13) . A penalty was assigned due to probe folding if the calculated free energy was less than 0. The penalty due to probe folding (P) is de®ned here as the negative of the free energy of the most stable predicted folded structure of the probe. A penalty of 0 was assigned to probes for which mfold returned no folded conformation or for which the most stable conformation had a positive free energy with respect to a random coil conformation.
Penalties for disrupting the internal base pairing of the RNA transcript upon probe hybridization were calculated using mfold in two different ways. For both penalties, mfold was used to calculate the free energy of the most stable predicted secondary structure of the analyte transcript. One penalty (A u ) was calculated by subtracting this energy from the free energy of the most stable predicted secondary structure in which the nucleotides involved in base pairing with the probe are prevented from base pairing internally. The folded conformation of the RNA was not constrained in any other way for this penalty, so global changes in the folded conformation of the RNA were allowed in response to probe binding (26, 27) .
In addition, a`constrained' analyte folding penalty (A c ) was calculated with the assumption that the global secondary structure of the RNA (outside of the nucleotides involved in base pairing with the probe) is maintained upon binding to the probe. This assumption might be valid if, for example, the kinetic barriers to reorganization are high (28) . To implement this assumption, the free energy of the folded conformation of the probe-bound RNA was calculated with mfold with the application of additional constraints that preserve the overall secondary structure. The nucleotides that are single-stranded in the predicted lowest energy structure for the free RNA were constrained to be single-stranded in the folded RNA bound to probe, as were the nucleotides involved in base pairing with the probe. To calculate the index penalty, the free energy of the most stable structure predicted for the transcript without any bases forced to be single-stranded was subtracted from the free energy of the most stable constrained structure.
RESULTS
Microarray survey of probes for GFP and p53
To generate new data sets relating probe sequences to hybridization ef®ciency, we hybridized labeled transcripts comprising the messages for GFP and the tumor suppressor p53 to oligonucleotide arrays. We synthesized the oligonucleotide arrays in situ using a system that we developed which uses light-directed DNA synthesis chemistry and a digital micromirror array to illuminate the synthesis substrate with the desired pattern of UV light. This system allows rapid custom synthesis of oligonucleotide arrays. Each array contained a collection of 21 nt probes complementary to the targeted RNA transcript. Each probe was translated 1 nt along the transcript from the adjacent probe, tiling across the full length of the gene sequence. The p53 transcript was probed with 1162 unique oligonucleotide sequences, and the GFP transcript was probed with 755 unique oligonucleotide sequences. Three replicates of each probe set were synthesized on each array and each array was synthesized and hybridized in duplicate (two different preparations of RNA), providing six replicates of data for each transcript.
Typical results of the array analyses are shown in Figure 1 . As seen by others with different RNA molecules, the amount of signal arising from hybridization to each probe varied considerably. Many probes yielded little signal, and only a few probes yielded high signal. Intensity of signal from probe hybridization is generally clustered into distinct peak regions, but probes that afford high signal are sometimes adjacent to probes that afford low signal at the edges of these peaks.
The distribution of signal intensities on the array of probes for p53 is shown in Figure 2 . On this array, 50% of the probes yielded hybridization signal <3% of the highest signal. Only 10% of the probes afforded signal that was >15% of the highest signal. The distribution of signal intensities on the array of probes for GFP is shown in Figure 3 . On this array, 50% of the probes yielded hybridization signal <1% of the highest signal. Only 10% of the probes afforded signal that was >5% of the highest signal.
The pattern of hybridization signal was consistent among the replicates for a given RNA and had similar distributions of normalized signal intensities. A quantitative expression of the variation between replicate experiments is the mean of the absolute values of the differences in signal for each probe. That value ranged from 3 to 4% in the pairwise comparisons of the six replicates for p53. With GFP, it was <1% for the pairwise comparisons of arrays co-hybridized with that shown in Figure 1 . It ranged from 8 to 10% in pairwise comparisons between data sets with different array and RNA preparations and hybridizations.
A lower limit to the speci®city of hybridization for a probe to its target site in these experiments can be judged from the difference in signal between a probe that binds ef®ciently and the probe with the most similar sequence to that probe. For example, the probe that produces the highest signal for hybridization to GFP is different from its most similar probe on the GFP array by 7 nt. The signals observed for these two probes differed by 50-fold. Thus, even if the less ef®cient probe does not bind to its own target sequence in GFP at all, the experiment shows at least 50-fold speci®city against binding of probes to target sites with seven mismatches.
In both p53 and GFP, most of the target sites differ in sequence from their most similar site by at least 9 nt. The smallest number of differences between a target site and a site of similar (but not overlapping) sequence in the p53 transcript is 4 nt, and that only occurs for six pairs of probes. Similarly in the GFP transcript, the smallest number of differences between a target site and a site of similar sequence is 6 nt, occurring for only eight pairs of probes. Given the observed discrimination against binding with seven mismatches, the infrequency of probes on either array that can cross-hybridize to other target sites with fewer than seven mismatches, and the fact that the majority of the probes provide low signal for hybridization anywhere on the analyzed transcript (see Figs 2  and 3 ), cross-hybridization is unlikely to contribute signi®-cantly to the measured signals in these experiments.
Correlation of hybridization ef®ciencies with thermodynamic indices
To investigate the relevance of calculated thermodynamic indices to the ef®ciency of hybridization, we plotted the natural logarithm of the relative hybridization signal for each probe versus the four basis indices (calculated as described in Materials and Methods) and various sums of the basis indices. The logarithm of the relative hybridization signal was used because of the logarithmic relationship between free energy and binding constant. In addition to the data sets that we generated, two other data sets reported in the literature by others were also investigated. One data set was generated by array hybridization of 106 contiguous probes (17mers) to rabbit b-globin (4). Another data set was for the antisense ef®cacy of 32 phosphorothioate probes (20mers) for the human multidrug resistance-1 (HMDR) gene (29) . Hybridization intensity in this case was taken as the percentage inhibition of the activity of the gene product, p-glycoprotein. Plots relating the hybridization of probes to these four transcripts with the predicted free energy of heteroduplex formation are shown in Figure 4 .
The r 2 values describing the correlations for each data set with the four basis indices and some of their combinations are summarized in Table 1 . Of the four basis parameters, only the predicted free energy of heteroduplex formation (H) is signi®cantly correlated with all of the data sets (P < 0.001 in all cases). The strongest correlation observed is of that parameter with the data for the HMDR gene. For the four genes studied, that correlation is improved or only slightly diminished (HMDR) by the addition of a penalty for the predicted free energy of probe folding (P). In all cases except that of rabbit b-globin, the correlation is diminished substantially by addition of penalties for the predicted free energy of analyte folding (A c or A u ). In the case of rabbit b-globin, the strongest correlation is found between the observed hybridization and the sum of the free energy of heteroduplex formation, a penalty for the free energy of probe folding and a penalty for constrained analyte folding.
Selection of probes based on thermodynamic index
An important goal of predicting hybridization ef®ciencies is to choose those probes from a list of possible probes that hybridize most ef®ciently, perhaps for greatest signal in hybridization measurements or for greatest ef®cacy as antisense agents. Although the correlations with even the most reliable thermodynamic index found here can be modest, they nonetheless might be used as the basis for prioritizing probe selections. If suf®ciently effective, such rational prioritization of probe selection might allow a greatly narrowed scope of trial and error for the discovery of effective antisense agents and might allow for more effective design of oligonucleotide arrays with fewer probes per transcript, thus more transcripts investigated per array.
We examined the selection of probes based on the most reliably correlated thermodynamic index found here, the free energy of heteroduplex formation plus the penalty for probe folding. The probes were ranked according to this index and the highest ranked probes were checked for their relative hybridization ef®ciency. For example, for GFP, four of the ®ve probes that were highest ranked by index had hybridization ef®ciencies b60% of the highest signal probe for all six replicate experiments (>79% for the replicate shown in Table 2 ). In four of the six experiments, the highest ranked probe indeed had the highest signal, and in each of the remaining two, the highest ranked probe had a signal of >96% of the maximum signal probe. The relative signals of the ®ve probes ranked highest by index are listed in Table 2 for p53, GFP, HMDR and b-globin transcripts. In addition, the ranking of 106 probes (15mer) each for Xenopus cyclins B1, B4 and B5 was compared with the relative signals for those probes measured by Southern and co-workers in arrayed hybridization experiments (30) . The relative signals of the ®ve probes ranked highest by index for those transcripts are also listed in Table 2 . Ranking by index is most successful for p53, GFP and HMDR, with at least four of the top ®ve ranked probes yielding signal that is >60% of the maximum signal for each of those analytes.
Although less successful for b-globin, cyclin B1 and cyclin B4, the top ®ve probe selections for these transcripts included probes that afforded signi®cant signal. Furthermore, the top ®ve probes in each case were signi®cantly better than statistically expected if picked randomly. For b-globin and cyclin B1, ®ve out of ®ve and four out of ®ve selected probes, respectively, bound transcript better than 90% of the probes tested. For cyclin B4, three of ®ve selected probes bound transcript better than 80% of all probes tested. Even in the case of cyclin B5, for which ranking by index was least successful, four of the top ®ve probes bound transcript better than 50% of the probes tested.
DISCUSSION
This report describes the binding behavior of over 2000 unique probes to complementary sites in large RNA transcripts. To our knowledge, this is the most comprehensive analysis of probe binding to large RNA molecules reported in the literature. The picture that emerges from the present analysis is consistent with the results of some previous investigations but extends them in valuable ways. Whereas some have found a correlation between hybridization ef®ciency and free energy of heteroduplex formation (11, 31) , others have rejected that parameter as an important predictor (4, 12) . We found a correlation in every example that we studied (including data where others had not reported one), and quanti®ed that correlation. Others have also observed a negative contribution from internal base pairing of the probe (31) . We have adopted the systematic use of this parameter as a component of a predictive thermodynamic index, and we quanti®ed the resulting correlation.
Algorithmic approach to probe selection
A variety of experimental methods have been demonstrated for the selection of short probes that bind ef®ciently to large RNA molecules. For example, assays for stimulation of RNase H cleavage by libraries of oligonucleotides have been used to reveal regions of RNA that are amenable to probe binding (29, 30) . Arrayed hybridization experiments can also provide a complete picture of probe binding to a given target molecule (4,5,28,30,32±35) . Though these empirical methods are effective, they do not allow high-throughput selection of probes. Databases of effective probes can be generated with them but will frequently be found inadequate when investigating the diversity of sequences present among a variety of organisms and splice variants. Thus, an algorithmic approach to selecting probes for a collection of large nucleic acid targets is desirable.
The results of our analysis suggest part of such an algorithmic approach. A step in the selection process, which is readily automated (17) , is the ranking of the possible probes according to the parameter calculated as the free energy of heteroduplex formation plus a penalty accounting for the free energy of formation of stable probe conformations. In most cases, many of the probes given highest priority by this ranking will be among the most ef®cient in hybridization. This generalization has been true when the ranking is applied to entire transcripts (GFP, p53), portions of transcripts (b-globin) and subsets of probes pre-selected for RNase H activity (HMDR, cyclins B1, B4 and B5). Inclusion of the penalty for probe folding, though increasing the correlation with binding overall only a small amount, makes an important contribution to effective ranking of the probes. As can be seen by comparing Figures 4 and 5 , several probes that bind poorly to the GFP and b-globin transcripts are removed from ®rst ranked positions by including this penalty in the ranking index.
Because ef®ciency of probe binding is often not the only relevant quantity, other criteria can be used to ®lter the probe selections. In arrayed probe hybridization experiments, uniqueness of the sequence recognized by the probe to the targeted transcript is an important criterion for speci®c detection or quantitation. A ranked probe list can be ®ltered for probe uniqueness starting with the probes ranked best, thus eliminating the need to check all probes for uniqueness. Similarly, other criteria can be applied to the selection of antisense agents after they have been ranked by thermodynamic index. Though antisense activity has been Figure 1A . c Relative signals from the data shown in Figure 1B .
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Contribution of RNA folding
The high degree of variability in probe binding to large RNA molecules has typically been ascribed, at least in part, to inaccessibility of many probe binding sites due to intramolecular folding of the RNA. Indeed, numerous model studies support the conclusion that elements of RNA conformation play an important role in determining ef®ciency of probe binding (5,28,36±39) . However, relative binding ef®ciency has rarely been predicted by analysis of a predicted secondary structure of a large RNA molecule (17, 40) . Many attempts at such prediction have relied on visual inspection of predicted secondary structure, looking for relationships between apparently single-stranded regions and binding. Such relationships have not been evident. In at least one case, a correspondence was observed between effective antisense activity and regions predicted to be double-stranded (12) . Predicted secondary structures of the p53 and GFP transcripts in the region of the most ef®cient probe binding sites are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Most ef®cient probe binding to the p53 transcript was to a sequence for which 17 out of 21 nt were base paired in the secondary structure predicted most stable. Most ef®cient probe binding to the GFP transcript was to a sequence for which 10 out of 21 nt were base paired in the secondary structure predicted most stable. Attempts to put this analysis on a quantitative footing, in this study and others, have calculated the free energy penalty of disrupting predicted intramolecular base pairs in the RNA. Some of these analyses, including our own analysis of binding to the transcript for rabbit b-globin, have revealed correlations between parameters that account for RNA folding and probe binding, but no persistent correlation has been found. One reason for this lack of correspondence might be the dif®culty of accurately predicting the free energies of folding or the kinetically preferred conformations for large RNA molecules. Thus, a thorough consideration of sub-optimal structures may be useful for predictions of hybridization ef®ciency. Another likely explanation for the lack of correspondence, supported in several reports (5,37±39), is that aspects of three-dimensional RNA structure, such as pre-organized stacking in singlestranded regions, effect the thermodynamics or kinetics of oligonucleotide binding. In that case, predictive accounting for RNA structure in probe binding will require tools for the prediction of RNA conformation in three dimensions.
Nevertheless, the analysis presented here indicates that factors other than folding of the RNA contribute considerably to the binding ef®ciencies of oligonucleotide probes of a given length. The signi®cance of this observation is two-fold. First, it enables selection of probes that bind ef®ciently without explicit consideration of RNA folding. Second, it emphasizes that factors such as probe structure and sequence-dependent free energy of heteroduplex formation must be taken into account when using hybridization of oligonucleotide probes to study RNA structures and folding pathways.
Comparison to other prediction methods
Though many attempts to predict oligonucleotide binding to large RNA molecules have focused on correlations with predicted secondary structure (or three-dimensional structure) of the RNA, other approaches have been taken. In some cases these approaches have accounted for the thermodynamics of the hybridization process. The study of Stull et al. described above is one of the most systematic of these approaches in its determination of correlations for 12 data sets for four different genes. As in the current analysis, that analysis found a persistent correlation between an index re¯ecting free energy of duplex formation and binding, measured as antisense inhibition. In one study included in that analysis, no correlation was found between that index and the observed antisense inhibition of a set of six probes for rabbit b-globin. However, the free energy of hybridization used by Stull et al. was calculated using parameters for RNA/RNA duplex formation, rather than the more relevant parameters for heteroduplex (RNA/DNA) formation used here. Using parameters for heteroduplex formation, a correlation is found between the free energy of duplex formation and binding of 106 probes for rabbit b-globin measured in arrayed hybridization. Though Stull et al. considered folding of the large RNA partner in the thermodynamics of binding, they did not consider a parameter accounting for folding of the oligonucleotide. Our analysis shows that inclusion of a term to account for free energy of probe folding results in a useful increase in the correlation with observed binding.
Ho et al. noted a correlation between GC content and antisense ef®cacy in their study of the human multidrug resistance-1 mRNA (29) . The r 2 for this correlation is 0.73, somewhat lower than the correlation of antisense ef®cacy with the free energy of duplex formation (see Table 1 ). The stabilities of short duplexes can be estimated based upon the GC content of the oligomer and, as such, will be correlated with binding in a manner similar to the calculated free energy of hybridization. However, the free energy calculated from nearest neighbor parameters will generally be a better indicator of duplex stability than simple functions of GC content and length, because sequence, as well as sequence composition, has a signi®cant in¯uence on duplex stability.
Selection of oligonucleotide probes that bind ef®ciently and selectively to their targets is critical to construction of high feature-density oligonucleotide arrays such as those developed by Affymetrix (8, 9) . To predict the intensity of probe hybridization, Affymetrix uses computer models based on data from thousands of experiments that monitored the hybridization of target sequences in complex mixtures (www.affymetrix.com/technology/design/index.affx).
The success of this approach is undoubtedly re¯ected in the success of the Affymetrix system of transcript pro®ling. However, the proprietary nature of the computer models and large data sets used in their creation do not allow general adoption by researchers other than users of Affymetrix arrays. In a different empirical approach, short sequence motifs were found that were correlated with good and poor antisense ef®cacy from among a large number of phosphorothioate oligonucleotides (41) . Probe selection based on these correlations might be used in conjunction with probe prioritization based on thermodynamic indices.
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